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Microsoft Flight.Such a method
for forming a decoration or for
marking an article is disclosed,
for example, in the article "Die
entgiftung luftdruckbeschichteter
gefahrbarer anlagen durch
Farbstoffe" (Drying of air-
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entrained printed circuits by dyes)
by B. Schulze-Koppe et al in
Nachrichtentechnik, October
1966. In this article, the coating
of a circuit board with solvent-
containing polymers, such as
furfuryl alcohol
or.beta.-resorcinol, to which a
liquid organic dyestuff is added,
is disclosed. Subsequently, the
article is kept in an oven at a
temperature of about 120.degree.
C. for a certain period of time to
remove the solvent and to form a
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permanent decoration or marking.
This known method is not
suitable for decorating printed
circuits on the basis of copper or
of a copper-clad base because the
solvent used for dissolving the
binder solution does not become
completely removable by means
of thermal treatment, but rather
some residual solvent remains in
the finished coating which is able
to adversely affect the function of
the circuit board. A method for
producing decorated surfaces on
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metal or plastic components,
particularly printed circuits on
glass-epoxy substrates, which is
known from U.S. Pat. No.
4,600,376, comprises the use of a
channelled base material which is
coated in a bath of a binder, a
pigment and a solvent with which
the binder is capable of being
dissolved or dispersed. The
solvent, which is removed by
heating, leaves a decoated binder
layer which is covered with a
layer of pigment by means of the
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binder as a result of the coating
process. 1cb139a0ed
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